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Virtual Inertia Scheduling (VIS) for Real-time
Economic Dispatch of IBR-penetrated Power

Systems
Buxin She, Student Member, IEEE, Fangxing Li, Fellow, IEEE, Hantao Cui, Senior Member, IEEE, 
Jinning Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Qiwei Zhang, Member, IEEE, Rui Bo, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new concept called virtual inertia scheduling
(VIS) is proposed in this paper to efficiently handle the increasing
penetration of inverter-based resources (IBRs). VIS is an inertia
management framework that targets security-constrained and
economy-oriented inertia scheduling and generation dispatch
with a large scale of renewable generations. Specifically, it
determines the appropriate power setting points and reserved
capacities of synchronous generators and IBRs, as well as the
control modes and control parameters of IBRs to provide secure
and cost-effective inertia support. First, a uniform system model
is employed to quantify the frequency dynamics of the IBRs-
penetrated power system after disturbances. Leveraging this
model, the s-domain and time-domain analytical responses of
IBRs with inertia support capability are derived. Then, VIS-
based real-time economic dispatch (VIS-RTED) is formulated to
minimize generation and reserve costs, with a full consideration
of dynamic frequency constraints and derived inertia support
reserve constraints. The virtual inertia and damping of IBRs are
formulated as decision variables. To address the non-linearity
of dynamic constraints, deep learning-assisted linearization is
employed to solve the optimization problem. Finally, the proposed
VIS-RTED is demonstrated on a modified IEEE 39-bus system.
A full-order time-domain simulation is performed to verify the
scheduling results and ensure their feasibility.

Index Terms—Virtual inertia scheduling (VIS), real-time eco-
nomic dispatch (RTED), inverter-based resource (IBR), virtual
synchronous generator (VSG), frequency regulation.

NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviation

AGC Automatic generation control.
IBRs Inverter-based resources.
DNNs Deep neural networks.
PV Photovoltaic.
SGs Synchronous generators.
UC Unit commitment.
VIS Virtual inertia scheduling.
VSGs Virtual synchronous generators.
RTED Real-time economic dispatch.
RoCoF Rate of change of frequency.
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Parameters

asg, aibr Quadratic cost of SGs and IBRs.
asgi,t, a

ibr
i,t Quadratic cost of SG i and IBR i at time t.

am Binary vector for DNN linearization.
bsg, bibr Linear cost of SGs and IBRs.
bsgi,t, b

ibr
i,t Linear cost of SG i and IBR i at time t.

bsgr , bibrr Linear reserve cost of SGs and IBRs.
bsgr,i,t, b

ibr
r,i,t Linear reserve cost of SG i and IBR i at time

t.
csg, cibr Constant cost of SGs and IBRs.
csgi,t, c

ibr
i,t Constant cost of SG i and IBR i at time t.

Dmax,ibr
i Maximum virtual damping of IBR i.

Dmin,ibr
i Minimum virtual damping of IBR i.

Dibr,i Virtual damping of IBR i.
f0 Nominal frequency.
F, Fsg the fraction of total power generated by the

turbines of a unified system and SGs.
K,Ksg Mechanical power gain factor of a unified

system and SGs.
LUl Line limit of line l.
Mmax,ibr

i Maximum virtual inertia of IBR i.
Mmin,ibr

i Minimum virtual inertia of IBR i.
Mibr,i Virtual inertia of IBR i.
N,Nsg, NibrNumber of buses, SGs, and IBRs.
Pmax,sg
i Up power limit of SG i.

Pmin,sg
i Down power limit of SG i.

Pmax,ibr
i,t Up power limit of IBR i at time t.

Pmin,ibr
i,t Down power limit of IBR i at time t.

P sg
i,ru,t Up power reserve of SG i at time t.

P sg
i,rd,t Down power reserve of SG i at time t.

R,Rsg,i Droop gain factor of unified system and SG i.
RoCoFlim RoCoF limit.
Ssg
i Rated capacity of SG i.

Sibr
i Rated capacity of IBR i.

T, Tsg, Tibr Time constant of a unified system, SGs, and
IBRs.

∆flim Frequency deviation limit.

Variables

bm Bias vector of DNN layer m.
D,Dsg Synthetic damping of the unified system and

SGs.
Dsg,i Damping of SG i.
Dibr,i Virtual damping of IBR i.
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Dibr
i,t Virtual damping of IBR i at time t.

ḟmax Maximum rate of change of frequency.
F, Fsg Generation fraction of unified system and SGs.
GSF Generation shift factors.
h,h Up and down linearization limit of DNN layer

m.
L Load.
Li,t Load i at time t.
M,Msg Synthetic inertia of the unified system and

SGs.
Msg,i Inertia of SG i.
Mibr,i Virtual inertia of IBR i.
M ibr

i,t Virutal inertia of IBR i at time t.
P sg, P ibr Power output of SGs and IBRs.
P sg
i,t , P ibr

i,t Power output of SG i and IBR i at time t.
P ibr
i,r,t Power reserve of IBR i at time t.

s Laplace operator.
t Time.
t′m Time of IBR to output peak power.
wd Damping frequency of a unified system.
wn Nature frequency of a unified system.
Wm Linear coefficient vector of DNN layer m.
ẑm Linear output of DNN layer m.
zm Activation function output of DNN layer m.
∆fnadir Frequency deviation nadir.
∆Pe Mismatch between mechanical power and

electromagnetic power.
∆Pe,t Mismatch between mechanical power and

electromagnetic power at time t.
∆Ppeak IBR peak power deviation.
∆Pi,peak,t IBR i peak power deviation at time t.
η Inertal variable of uniform system frequency

deviation.
α, β, η′ Internal variables of IBR power deviation.
ζ, ζ ′ Damping ratio of a unified system and IBR

power.
ϕ, ϕ′ Damping angle of a unified system and IBR

power.

Functions

G(s) Closed-loop transfer function of a uniform
frequency dynamics model.

∆f(s) Transfer function of frequency deviation.
∆Pe(s) Transfer function of electromagnetic power

deviation.
∆Pibr(s) Transfer function of IBR power deviation.
∆P (t) Time-domain function of IBR power deviation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

THE bulk power grid is transforming from a system
dominated by synchronous generators (SGs) to one of

hybrid SGs and inverter-based resources (IBRs). It is pos-
sible that the bulk power grid may become a 100% IBRs
system in the future [1], [2]. The transformation poses both
opportunities and challenges to power systems [3]. On the

one hand, IBRs make the best use of renewable energies,
such as solar photovoltaics (PV), wind, tidal energy, and
biomass energy, which are more environmentally friendly [4]–
[6]. On the other hand, the integration of IBRs brings more
uncertainty to the power grid and makes it difficult to predict
and cooperate with the existing grid devices [7], [8]. IBRs have
lower physical inertia than conventional SGs and thus pose
a threat to system frequency maintenance [9], [10]. Hence,
this manuscript focused on the development of an urgently
needed inertia management framework for IBRs-penetrated
power systems.

B. Literature review

The existing literature that addresses low inertia issues can
be roughly divided into two categories: i) methods that pursue
inertia support from IBRs by designing new control strategies
with inertia support capability; and ii) approaches that make
better use of the inertia support capability of existing devices
by integrating dynamic frequency constraints into an economic
operation framework.

1) IBR control algorithm with inertia support capability:
Although IBRs have no rotating rotor mass, they can pro-
vide inertia support to the power system through elaborate
control algorithm design. The concept of synchronverters,
or virtual synchronous generators (VSGs), is proposed to
provide ancillary services of synthetic inertia support for
electric power systems [11]. The grid-following IBRs track the
frequency of the main grid and generate power reference using
a proportional-differential controller, while the grid-forming
IBRs measure the power out and generate frequency reference
to avoid calculating differential terms that are sensitive to high
frequency harmonics [12]. Fundamentally, VSG-controlled
IBRs can provide virtual inertia support by increasing the
active power injection rapidly right after a disturbance, under
the guidance of pre-configured control strategies.

Apart from the basic VSG control method, some improved
algorithms have been proposed to enhance the inertia sup-
port capability of VSG-controlled IBRs. For example, a L2

and Linf norm controller was designed in [13] for VSG-
controlled inverters, which improved IBRs’ dynamic frequency
response without increasing steady-state control effort. A
linear-quadratic regulator based VSG was proposed in [14] for
power systems with high inverter penetration, with the aim of
making a tradeoff between the dynamic frequency constraints
and the required control effort. In [15], an adaptive online
virtual inertia and damping updating approach for virtual
power plants were proposed to provide better inertia support
for the main grid. In [16], a coordinated strategy for virtual
inertial control and frequency damping control was proposed
to explore the impact of virtual inertia and damping constant
on frequency quality. An energy storage system, which has
sufficient frequency reserves calculated by the final value
theorem, was configured in [17] to provide inertia support
for the main grid. In [18], a control strategy was proposed
for the H-bridge converter with a combination of maximum
power point tracking and VSGs. The selected reserved cells
set aside a certain amount of the total PV power to act as a
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power buffer between the VSG and PV power, which helped
keep the grid frequency stable.

Excluding VSGs, it has been determined that droop-
controlled IBRs may have limited inertia support capability
due to modules in the control loop, i.e., phase lock loop (PLL),
low-pass filter, and so on [19]. In summary, the existing IBR
controllers are usually designed to relieve the problem of low
inertia on the time scale of seconds and are not involved in
the grid-level economic operation.

2) Frequency-constrained economic operation: The con-
ventional economic operation framework has three parts [20]:
i). Unit commitment (UC) runs day-ahead scheduling to de-
termine the unit’s ON/OFF status; ii). Real-time economic
dispatch (RTED) runs every 5 minutes to allocate the fore-
casted load among the committed units and schedule the
reserve capacities; iii). Automatic generation control (AGC) is
executed every 2-6 s to mitigate the frequency deviation and
reduce tie-line flow error. Then, security frequency constraints
are integrated into the above framework to address the low
inertia problem, considering the inertia support capability of
grid devices. This contributes to the development of security-
constrained UC, security-constrained RTED, and security-
constrained AGC as follows.

i). Security-constrained UC: A frequency-constrained UC
strategy that takes wind farm support into account was pro-
posed in [21], using the uniform system frequency model [22]
and piece-wise linearization. In [23], a stochastic UC strategy
was developed for low-inertia grids, where the nonlinear
dynamic constraints of RoCoF and nadir were transformed
to bounded synthetic system parameters. In [24], a frequency
reserve strategy was proposed for power systems under severe
contingencies.

ii). Security-constrained RTED: Frequency constraints were
considered in [25]. A confidence interval-based and distri-
butionally robust RTED was proposed to strike a balance
between security and economy. The operational risk was
estimated based on wind power curtailment and load shedding
resulting from wind power disturbance. A data-driven and
distributionally robust optimization was developed in [26] for
RTED, considering the secondary frequency regulation cost.

iii). Security-constrained AGC: An AGC-constrained eco-
nomic dispatch was formulated in [20] with a full consider-
ation of the short-term and long-term forecast. The adaptive
and coordinated AGC strategy updated the regulation reserve
online while guaranteeing the AGC variation constraints. In
general, the dynamic frequency response, as well as the inertia
support from IBRs, is gaining more and more attention in the
economic operation of power systems.

C. Motivation and concept of virtual inertia scheduling

1) Motivation: Following traditional practices, the device-
level control algorithm design of IBRs and system-level
economic operation has always been decoupled due to their
distinct operational timescales. The former focuses on the dy-
namic control of power electronics to have the desired inertia
support capability, while the latter usually works on demand-
supply balance and cost-saving, assuming the preconfigured

dynamic characteristics of the system devices. This is solid
for conventional SG-dominated power systems because the
response speed of SGs is relatively slow, and their parameters
are usually fixed once configured. For example, the typical
response time constant of the prime mover of a SG is 2 s
and the start-up and shut-down time of a gas SG is 30 min.
SGs’ inertia constants and starting/closing time are determined
by their physical configuration. However, the high penetration
of IBRs challenges this assumption because IBRs have much
faster electromagnetic responses than SGs and their control
parameters can be changed adaptively in seconds or even
milliseconds.

Although the high penetration of IBRs brings low inertia
and quick dynamic features to power systems, it also opens
the possibility of a more advanced scheduling framework
by leveraging IBRs’ controllability and flexibility. In exist-
ing frequency-constrained scheduling framework, IBRs are
generally regarded as passive devices with constant control
parameters. Motivated by better cooperation of device-level
IBR control and grid-level economic operation, this paper
proposes the concept of virtual inertia scheduling (VIS) for
future low inertia power systems.

2) Concept of VIS: VIS is an inertia management frame-
work that targets security-constrained and economy-oriented
inertia scheduling and power dispatch of power systems with
a large scale of renewable generation. As shown in Fig. 1,
the device-level control algorithm design explores the inertia
support capability of IBRs and provides scheduling options
(operation mode and operation parameters) for VIS. Then, VIS
is set up at the grid level to make the best use of the inertia
support capability of IBRs. Compared with the conventional
economic operation framework, VIS further addresses low
inertia issues by leveraging the controllability and flexibility
of power electronics-based devices that can respond quickly
to scheduling results. It not only schedules the power setting
points of system devices, but also determines the real-time
operation modes and real-time control parameters of IBRs, as
well as the required power reserve for inertia support.

Fig. 1. Diagram of virtual inertia scheduling for future low
inertia power systems.

3) Feasibility of VIS: From a technical standpoint, it is
feasible to change the inertia or damping parameters of IBRs
within minutes or even shorter. Some research has focused on
the online tuning of virtual inertia and damping, with most
efforts concentrated on the time scale of seconds [27]–[30].
For instance, an online adaptive VSG control strategy was
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proposed in [28], which considered both weak and strong
conditions of the power system and tuned virtual inertia and
damping based on online grid impedance estimation results.
Similarly, [30] proposed an adaptive VSG strategy for multi-
terminal DC systems that adaptively adjusted the control
parameters depending on the frequency margin of every AC
network. Furthermore, IBRs are expected to participate in the
power system ancillary service market in the future. Currently,
virtual inertia support is not included in the ancillary service
market. However, considering the increasing penetration of
IBRs, it becomes imperative to provide inertia support services
to ensure the secure operation of low-inertia power systems.

Once the ancillary service market is established, the inde-
pendent system operators may calculate the necessary virtual
inertia, allowing IBR owners to adjust inertia or damping
parameters accordingly based on the bidding results. To facil-
itate the development of the inertia market, several challenges
need to be addressed. First, from a market design perspective,
appropriate market rules should be formulated to fairly allocate
benefits to participants and incentivize inertia support. Second,
from a technical perspective, it is crucial to establish well-
defined inertia support requirements (responsibility). Further-
more, ensuring dynamic performance and stability guaran-
tee is paramount, given that parameter configurations can
significantly impact the dynamics of IBRs and the overall
system. This paper included small-signal stability checks in
the workflow, and further performed time-domain simulation
to verify the system stability based on the VIS results.

In general, VIS addresses the needs of future power grids
and represents pioneering work in integrating inertia service
into the system-level economic operation. It can fuse with
each level of the economic operation framework, including
UC, RTED, and AGC. To narrow down the research topic,
this paper focuses on VIS-based real-time economic dispatch
(VIS-RTED) for power systems with high penetration of IBRs.
Specifically, this paper focuses on a VIS-RTED that runs every
5 minutes to schedule the power setting points and reserve
capacities of both SGs and IBRs, as well as the virtual inertia
and damping of IBRs, to provide secure and cost-effective
inertia support.

D. Contribution and organization
Four contributions of this manuscript are summarized as

follows:
• Proposes the concept of VIS, an inertia management

framework that targets the security-constrained and
economy-oriented inertia scheduling and power dispatch
of IBR-penetrated power systems.

• Derives the time-domain analytical response of IBRs with
inertia support capability after disturbances, especially the
analytical expressions of the power response, the peak
power, and the time to reach the peak power.

• Formulates VIS-RTED for IBRs-penetrated low inertia
power systems and linearizes it using deep neural net-
works (DNNs). The derived peak power is added as a
power reserve constraint of IBRs, and the virtual inertia
and damping are formulated as decision variables of the
optimization problem.

• Performs full-order time-domain simulation to validate
the formulated VIS-RTED, rather than utilizing simplified
transfer function models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the dynamic model of an IBR-penetrated power
system, which is then integrated into the optimization for-
mulation. The proposed VIS is integrated into RTED in
Section III, followed by a deep learning assisted approach to
linearize the dynamic constraints. Then, Section V conducts
case studies and makes comparisons with the existing methods.
Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. DYNAMIC MODELING OF IBR-PENETRATED POWER
SYSTEM

This section introduces the dynamic modeling of IBR-
penetrated power systems, including the uniform frequency
dynamics model and analytical frequency and power response.
These frequency and power metrics serve as critical constraints
within the VIS-RTED framework in Section III.

A. Uniform frequency dynamics model

Fig. 2. Uniform frequency dynamics model of IBR-penetrated
power system [14].

By referring to [14], this paper employs a simplified, but
sufficiently accurate, uniform frequency dynamics model of an
IBR-penetrated power system. As shown in Fig. 2, the uniform
model considers the dynamics of the turbine, governor, and
inertia support from IBRs. It estimates the frequency response
of low inertia power systems after disturbance. The closed-
loop transfer function of the uniform frequency dynamics
model is shown in (1).

G(s) =
∆f(s)

∆Pe(s)
=[(sMsg +Dsg) +

Nsg∑
i=1

Ksgi (1 + sFsgiTsgi)

Rsgi (1 + sTsgi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
SGs

+

Nibr∑
j=1

sMibrj +Dibrj

1 + sTibrj︸ ︷︷ ︸
IBRs

]−1

(1)
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Assume all SGs have equal time constants (Tgi = T ), and
the inverter time constants Tibr are 2-3 orders of magnitude
lower than T . Then, (1) is transformed as follows.

G(s) =
∆f(s)

∆Pe(s)
=

1

MT

1 + sT

s2 + 2ζwns+ w2
n

(2)

where 

wn =
√

D+R
MT

ζ = M+T (D+F )

2
√

MT (D+R)

M =
∑Nsg

i=1 Msg,iS
sg
i +

∑Nibr
i=1 Mibr,iS

ibr
i∑Nsg

i=1 Ssg
i +

∑Nibr
i=1 Sibr

i

D =
∑Nsg

i=1 Dsg,iS
sg
i +

∑Nibr
i=1 Dibr,iS

ibr
i∑Nsg

i=1 Ssg
i +

∑Nibr
i=1 Sibr

i

F =
∑Nsg

i=1 Ksg,iFsg,iS
sg
i /Rsg,i∑Nsg

i=1 Ssg
i

R =
∑Nsg

i=1 Ksg,iS
sg
i /Rsg,i∑Nsg

i=1 Ssg
i

(3)

B. Analytical frequency response

Assume a stepwise disturbance in the electrical power. Then
the analytical s-domain frequency response is derived in (4).

∆f(s) =
∆Pe

MT

1 + sT

s (s2 + 2ζwns+ w2
n)

(4)

Perform an inverse Laplace transform in (4), then the ana-
lytical time-domain frequency response is derived as follows.

∆f(t) =
∆Pe

MTw2
n

[
1− e−ζwntη sin (wdt+ ϕ)

]
(5)

where 
wd =

√
1− ζ2wn

η =
√

1−2Twnζ+T 2wn
2

1−ζ2

tanϕ = wd

−Tw2
n+ζwn

(6)

The time instance of frequency nadir is determined by
finding the instance at which the derivation of (5) is equal
to 0. Then, the frequency nadir is derived by substituting the
time instance into (5), and the maximum RoCoF occurs at
t = 0+.

∆fnadir =
∆Pe

MTw2
n

[
1−

√
1− ζ2ηe−ζwntm

]
(7)

ḟmax = ∆ḟ
(
0+

)
= −∆Pe

M
(8)

C. Analytical power response of IBRs

The s-domain power response is obtained by integrating the
s-domain frequency response into the feedback loop of VSG-
controlled IBRs.

∆Pibr(s) =
∆Pe

MT

(Mibrs+Dibr) (1 + sT )

s (s2 + 2ζwns+ w2
n)

(9)

Eq. (9) is simplified as (10) by introducing some internal
variables α and β.

∆Pibr(s) =
∆PeDibr

MTw2
n

[
−1

s
+

αs+ β

s2 + 2ζwns+ w2
n

]
(10)

where {
α = 1− MibrTw2

n

Dibr

β = −Tw2
n + 2ζwn − Mibrw

2
n

Dibr

(11)

Perform an inverse Laplace transform on (10) and combine
the sine and cosine functions. Then, the time-domain power
response is obtained as follows.

∆P (t) =
∆PeDibr

MTw2
n

[
−1 +αη′e−ζwnt sin (wdt+ ϕ′)

]
(12)

where 
tanϕ′ = wd

β/α−ζwn

η′ =

√
1 +

(
β/α−ζwn

wd

)2 (13)

Similar to the derivation of the frequency nadir, the time
instance tm′ of peak power is obtained by setting the derivative
of (12) equal to 0. Substituting tm

′ into (12) yields the peak
power.

∆Ṗref (tm
′) = 0 (14)

tm
′ =

1

wd
tan−1

[
(β − 2ζαwn)wd

ζβwn − ζ2w2
nα+αw2

d

]
(15)

∆Ppeak =
∆PeDibr

MTw2
n

[
−1 + αη′

√
1− ζ2e−ζwnt

′
m

]
(16)

D. Typical power curve of IBRs

This subsection plots typical power curves of IBRs with
inertia support capability, highlighting the importance of active
power reserve in frequency (inertia) provision.

Assume three IBRs are providing inertia support for a low
inertia system, but assigned distinct virtual inertia values.
Appendix A details the control parameters. Then, plug these
parameters into the uniform frequency dynamics model and
plot the system response.

Fig. 3 shows the power and frequency response of IBRs
following a step disturbance at 5 seconds. Based on Fig. 3,
the observations are three-fold:

• Three IBRs work together for frequency provision by
instantaneously increasing the active power injection to
the main grid after the step disturbance. They have
distinct power responses but same frequency responses
for the whole system.

• The virtual inertia of IBR1 is set to zero (Mibr,1 = 0),
and its output displays an inverted frequency trajectory
with the same overall shape. They reach the peak or nadir
simultaneously since the calculation of ∆Pe is based on
the product of frequency deviation and virtual damping
D.

• When assigned large virtual inertia, IBR2 and IBR3
exhibit more pronounced and rapid power responses to
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step disturbances. This results in higher peak power
output and a shorter time to reach the peak.

SGs support the main grid by releasing the energy stored
in the rotors, which is more of a mechanical process with
physical support. In contrast, IBRs rely on fast power elec-
tronics discharge for inertia support, which allows for flexible
and controllable support through sophisticated controller and
parameter design. The inertia support energy of IBRs is
typically stored in DC-side capacitors or storage systems, and
is much lower than the mechanical energy stored in SG rotors.
Insufficient power reserve for IBRs can result in DC-side
voltage dips and even IBR trips [31]. Therefore, it is crucial to
allocate inertia support reserves [18] or some headroom from
the maximum power point [11] for online IBR inertia support,
as detailed in VIS formulation in the following section.

Fig. 3. Typical power and frequency responses of IBRs after
step disturbance.

III. FORMULATION OF VIRTUAL INERTIA SCHEDULING
FOR REAL-TIME ECONOMIC DISPATCH

This introduces the standard RTED and then formulates
VIS-RTED. A deep learning assisted algorithm is used to
linearize the dynamic constraints in VIS-RTED.

A. Conventional real-time economic dispatch

Given the predicted load profile, the conventional RTED is
formulated as a multi-interval optimization problem with the
objective of minimizing the total generation cost while also
satisfying the network and generation constraints. Eqs. (17)-
(24) show the standard formulation of RTED.

min
P

∑
t∈T

Nsg∑
i=1

(
asgi,tP

sg2
i,t + bsgi,tP

sg
i,t + csgi,t + bsgr,i,tP

sg
i,t,t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

SG

+

Nibr∑
i=1

(
aibri,t P

ibr2
i,t + bibri,t P

ibr
i,t + cibri,t

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

IBR

(17)

For ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T}, s.t.,
Nsg∑
i=1

P sg
i,t +

Nibr∑
i=1

P ibr
i,t −

Nl∑
i=1

Li,t = 0 (18)

N∑
i=1

GSFl,t

(
P sg
i,t + P ibr

i,t − Li,t

)
≤ LUl (19)

N∑
i=1

GSFl,t

(
P sg
i,t + P ibr

i,t − Li,t

)
≥ −LUl (20)

P sg
i,t + P sg

i,ru,t ≤ Pmax,sg
i (21)

P sg
i,t − P sg

i,rd,t, ≥ Pmin,sg
i (22)

P ibr
i,t ≤ Pmax,ibr

i,t (23)

P ibr
i,t ≥ Pmin,ibr

i,t (24)

where (18) is power balance constraint; (19)-(20) are the trans-
mission line thermal constraints; (21)-(22) are SG generation
constraints with regulation up or regulation down reserve; and
(23)-(24) are IBR generation constraints.

B. VIS-based real-time economic dispatch

1) Mathmatical formulation: The proposed VIS-RTED ex-
tends the standard RTED and includes critical modifications
for low-inertia power systems with high penetration of IBRs.
These modifications are as follows.

• The inclusion of frequency nadir and RoCoF constraints,
which are essential for ensuring the security of low-inertia
power systems with IBRs.

• Formulation of virtual inertia Mibr and damping Dibr as
decision variables to optimize the frequency regulation
capability of IBRs.

• The inclusion of up and down frequency reserve con-
straints for IBRs to prevent the risk of DC voltage dips
and device trips.

• The incorporation of IBR reservation cost into the ob-
jective function, which serves as the opportunity cost for
frequency prevision.

Then, VIS-RTED is formulated as follows.

min
P,M,D

∑
t∈T

[

Nsg∑
i=1

(
asgi,t(P

sg
i,t )

2 + bsgi,tP
sg
i,t + csgi,t + bsgri,tP

sg
i,r,t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

SG

+

Nibr∑
i=1

(
aibri,t (P

ibr
i,t )

2 + bibri,t P
ibr
i,t + cibri,t + bibrr,i,tP

ibr
i,r,t

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

IBR
(25)

For ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T}, s.t. Constraints (18)–(22),

P ibr
s,i,t + P ibr

i,r,t ≤ Pmax,ibr
i,t (26)

P ibr
i,t − P ibr

i,r,t ≥ Pmin,ibr
i,t (27)

P ibr
i,r,t = ∆P ibr

i,peak,t (28)

Mmin,ibr
i ≤ M ibr

i,t ≤ Mmax,ibr
i (29)
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Dmin,ibr
i ≤ Dibr

i,t ≤ Dmax,ibr
i (30)

−RoCoFlim ≤ f0
∆Pe,t

Mt
≤ RoCoFlim (31)

−∆flim ≤ ∆fnadir,t ≤ ∆flim (32)

∆Pe,t =

Nl∑
i=1

Li,t −
Nl∑
i=1

Li,t−1 (33)

where (26)–(28) integrate the analytical peak power ∆Ppeak

derived in (16) into IBR generation constraints (23)-(24); (29)–
(30) are the virtual inertia and damping constraints of IBRs;
(31) is RoCoF constraint integrating (8); (32) is frequency
nadir constraint integrating (7); and (33) is the disturbance
caused by load change, which can result in frequency deviation
and can make (31)–(32) binding constraints.

2) Connection between dynamics and economy: The pro-
posed VIS-RTED addresses the low inertia issue of power
systems with high penetration of IBRs by leveraging their con-
trollability and flexibility and integrating dynamic constraints
into conventional economic dispatch framework.

By assigning large values to the virtual inertia Mibr and
damping Dibr, IBRs can provide better inertia support and
contribute to better dynamic frequency performance after dis-
turbances, with a small frequency nadir and RoCoF. However,
as shown in Fig. 3, larger virtual inertia results in larger
peak power after disturbance, which requires more generation
reserve from IBRs and thus increases generation cost. In
particular, the marginal generation cost of IBRs is usually
much lower than that of SGs, and less generation from
IBRs will result in more generation from SGs and a much
higher generation cost. Therefore, it is crucial to strike a
balance between dynamic performance and generation cost
by optimizing the virtual inertia parameters. This highlights
the contribution of the VIS-RTED in enabling such tradeoff,
which is a major motivation of this research work.

In summary, the VIS-RTED enables security-constrained
and economy-oriented inertia management and real-time
power dispatch by integrating VIS with the existing frequency-
regulated economic operation framework.

C. Deep learning assisted linearization
Although Section III-B rigorously formulated VIS-RTED,

it is difficult to directly solve it with commercial solvers be-
cause frequency nadir and inertia support reserves bring non-
linear and non-convex constraints to VIS-RTED. Following the
working in [32], [33], a deep learning assisted linearization
approach is employed to linearize constraints (26)–(27) and
(32).

Two training datasets are generated within the feasible
region of functions (7) and (16), with which two DNNs can
be trained to predict the frequency nadir and IBR peak power.
By introducing some binary variables and two large enough
constants, the trained neural networks with activation function
ReLU are transformed into mix-integer linear functions. Eqs.
(34) and (35) show the expressions of the mth hidden layer
before and after linearization, respectively.{

ẑm = Wmzm−1 + bm
zm = max (ẑm,0)

(34)


zm ≤ ẑm − h⊙ (1− am)
zm ≥ ẑm

zm ≤ h⊙ am

zm ≥ 0

(35)

where ⊙ is bitwise multiplication; am is a binary vector; and
[h, h̄] forms a vector interval that is large enough to contain
all possible values of zm.

Then, the two linearized networks can replace ∆P ibr
peak and

∆fnadir in (26)–(27) and (32). More transformation details
can be found in [32] and [33]. Because the training datasets
are generated based on the analytical expressions derived in
Section II instead of case-by-case numerical simulations, the
trained neural networks have a high generalization capability
and can be easily applied to other power systems while still
retaining high prediction accuracy.

IV. CASE STUDY

This section presents case studies to validate the proposed
VIS-RTED on two test systems: a two-generator system and
a modified IEEE 39-bus system. A full-order time-domain
simulation is further conducted to verify the scheduling results.

A. Two-machine system

This subsection uses a simple two-machine system in Fig. 4
to exemplify the formulation of VIS-RTED and highlights the
importance of integrating the dynamic frequency and power
response into economic dispatch.

Fig. 4. Single-line diagram of the two-machine system
.

1) Single-interval VIS-RTED formulation: The current load
L is 2.0 p.u. and the rest parameters are shown in Tab. IV,
Appendix B. Assume there is a predicted load increase in
the next interval (∆Pe = −0.05 p.u.). Formulate single-
interval VIS-RTED to determine the power setting points
Psg and Pibr and control parameters Mibr and Dibr, with
the objective of minimizing the generation cost while also
satisfying the operational security constraints. In particular,
after the predefined disturbance, frequency nadir, and RoCoF
should be within the expected range and the peak power of
IBR should not exceed its capacity. Then, single-interval VIS-
RTED (T = 1) using deep-learning assisted linearization is
formulated as follows.

min
Psg,Pibr,Mibr,Dibr

asg(P sg)2 + bsgP sg + csg + bsgr P sg
r

+aibr(P ibr)2 + bibrP ibr + cibr + bibrr P ibr
r

(36)

s.t. Psg + Pibr − L = 0 (37)

−LU1 ≤ Psg ≤ LU1 (38)
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−LU2 ≤ Pibr ≤ LU2 (39)

P sg + P sg
ru ≤ Pmax,sg (40)

P sg − P sg
rd ≥ Pmin,sg (41)

P ibr +∆P ibr
peak ≤ Pmax,ibr (42)

P sg −∆P ibr
peak ≥ Pmin,ibr (43)

Mmin,ibr ≤ M ibr ≤ Mmax,ibr (44)

Dmin,ibr ≤ Dibr ≤ Dmax,ibr (45)

−RoCoFlim ≤ f0
∆Pe

M
≤ RoCoFlim (46)

−∆flim ≤ ∆fnadir,t ≤ ∆flim (47)

where ∆P ibr
peak and ∆fnadir derived in (7) and (16) are lin-

earized by two DNNs as follows.{
∆P ibr

peak = DNN1(∆Pe,M,D,R, F, T )

∆fnadir = DNN2(∆Pe,M,D,R, F, T )
(48)

2) Deep learning training results: Two multilayer percep-
tions are configured to predict the frequency nadir and VSG
peak power, each with 1 hidden layer and 64 neurons. For each
DNN, a dataset with a sample size of 20,000 was generated for
training in PyTorch. Fig. 5 shows the training results, where (a)
and (b) use a logarithmic scaled horizontal axis. After training
for 1,000 epochs, the two DNNs can predict the frequency
nadir and VSG peak power accurately.

Fig. 5. DNN training results: (a) Training loss of frequency
nadir prediction; (b) Training loss of IBR peak power predic-
tion; (c) Testing of frequency nadir prediction; (d) Testing of
IBR peak power prediction.

3) Scheduling results and dynamic response: The mixed-
integer linear optimization model shown in equations (36)–
(48) is solved with the following values: Psg = 1.013 p.u.,
Pibr = 0.987 p.u., Mibr = 4 p.u., Dibr = 1 p.u., and M =
6 p.u., resulting in a minimized cost of $11.54 for a single
RTED interval.

Given that a load increase occurs at 5 s, the dynamic
response of the two-machine system is plotted in Fig. 6 based
on the uniform frequency dynamic model in Fig. 2. The
red curves demonstrate how the formulated VIS optimally
harnesses the inertia support capabilities of IBRs. Notably, the
maximum RoCoF after the disturbance is precisely 0.5 Hz/s,
and the IBR’s output reaches its maximum capacity, success-
fully adhering to the dynamic security constraints. By setting
Mibr = 6, the IBR requires additional headroom to prevent
the capacity violation, potentially incurring opportunity costs.
Conversely, with Mibr = 0, the synthetic inertia constant M
is too small to prevent RoCoF violation immediately after the
disturbance. These observations underscore the significance
of finding a delicate balance between dynamic performance
and economic considerations, as exemplified by the results
presented.

Fig. 6. Dynamic performance of the two-machine system with
VIS-RTED scheduling results.

B. Overview of IEEE 39-bus system

The proposed VIS-RTED is further demonstrated on a
modified 39-bus system [34] with Sbase=100 MVA.

1) Modified 39-bus system: As shown in Fig. 7, four SGs
connected to Buses 30, 35, 37, and 38 are replaced by
IBRs with capacities of 900 MW, 800 MW, 700 MW, and
1,000 MW, respectively. The case study assumes that the
frequency nadir and RoCoF limits are 0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz/s
[35], respectively. In addition, assume the maximum M of an
IBR is not larger than that of an SG with the same capacity,
and the range of IBRs’ virtual inertia and damping are at [0,
8.0] p.u. and [0, 6.0] p.u., respectively.

2) Setup of VIS-RTED and time-domain simulation: One-
hour VIS-RTED (T = 12) will be solved on the modified 39-
bus system. Assume that the SGs and IBRs have quartic fuel
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Fig. 7. One-line diagram of the modified 39-Bus system [34].

cost functions and linear reserve cost functions, respectively.
The detailed cost data is shown in Table. I [36].

To emulate the operation of power systems as realistically
as possible, VIS-RTED, AGC, and dynamic load change are
integrated into time-domain simulation using ANDES [37],
[38], which is an open-source Python library for power system
analysis and serves as the cornerstone for the CURENT Large-
scale Testbed (LTB) [39]. This work represents a prominent
application of Andes and LTB, which has been partially docu-
mented on the LTB website [40]. The readers can refer to the
mentioned resource for comprehensive information regarding
the dynamic simulation parameters utilized in this study.

Fig. 8. shows the one-hour load profile with a 1 s time
interval for time-domain simulation. The real-time load is
synthesized as a forecasted load every 300 s (i.e., every 5
minutes for RTED), which is then fed to the VIS-RTED
formulated in Section IV. As for the AGC model, the area
control error that represents the system imbalance is regulated
by a proportional-integral controller followed by a low-order
power filter. Then, the area control signal is passed on to
individual SGs every 4 s [20].

Because virtual inertia and damping are included in the
Jacobian Matrix and fundamentally determine the small signal
stability of the dynamics system [41], it is important to verify
the stability of the scheduling results before implementation.
In each VIS-RTED interval, ANDES verifies the small signal
stability of the scheduling results using the ‘EIG’ function.
EIG is an ANDES routine for eigenvalue analysis. Given sys-
tem parameters (steady state power setting point and dynamic
control parameters), it can first calculate the Jacobian Matrix
of the autonomous system, and then calculate its eigenvalue.
If all the eigenvalues are located on the left half plane, the
original system is small signal stable [42], [43]. Otherwise,
IBRs’ virtual inertia and damping will be fixed to their default

TABLE I. Cost data

Generator ID
Generation cost Reserve cost

asg/aibr

($/MWh2)
bsg/bibr

($/MWh)
csg/cibr

($)
bsgr /bibrr
($/MWh)

SG1 0.014 20 500 10
SG2 0.020 20 380 10
SG3 0.019 20 42 10
SG4 0.020 20 380 10
SG5 0.026 20 295 10
SG6 0.021 20 400 10
IBR1 0.001 1 50 20.61
IBR2 0.001 1 50 18.96
IBR3 0.001 1 50 19.15
IBR4 0.001 1 50 20.06

values to guarantee small signal stability.

Fig. 8. One-hour load profile.

C. VIS-RTED Results of IEEE 39-bus system

This subsection shows the scheduling results and time-
domain simulation results of the IEEE 39-bus system.

1) Scheduling results: The total scheduling cost for a one-
hour VIS-RTED is $ 63,300. Fig. 9 shows the detailed cost
results of the 12 scheduling intervals, where (a) is the total
system cost constituted by generation cost and inertia support
reserve cost, and (b) is the cost of each SG and IBR in
each scheduling interval. In Fig, 9(a), the inertia reserve cost
is much smaller than the generation cost (fuel cost). This
is because the inertia support reserve of a single interval is
around 10% of disturbance ∆Pe. This paper assumes the
normal load change as a disturbance, which is much smaller
than the total generation. If considering large disturbances
like generation trips, the cost of inertia support will increase
significantly. In addition, because of the low cost of renewable
energy, IBRs have a much lower generation cost than SGs in
Fig. 9(b).

Fig. 10 displays the inertial support reserve alongside the
disturbance magnitude ∆Pe. Notably, the 9th interval exhibits
the largest disturbance with ∆Pe > 0.04 p.u., as illustrated
by the dashed blue curve in Fig. 10(a). Consequently, the
9th interval necessitates the largest inertia support reserve, as
evident from the total inertial reserve depicted in Figure 10(a)
and the individual IBR inertia support reserve presented in
Fig. 10(b).
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Fig. 11 showcases the scheduling of virtual inertia and
damping for each IBR, accompanied by the aggregated M and
D parameters of the entire system. Similar to Fig. 10, the 9th
interval yields the highest virtual inertia scheduling outcome
due to its significant load change. In general, larger values of
∆Pe require greater virtual inertia and, consequently, larger
power reserves.

Fig. 9. VIS-RTED cost results: (a) system generation cost and
inertia reserve cost; and (b) total cost of each generator.

Fig. 10. IBRs inertia support reserve: (a) total reserve alone
with ∆Pe; (b) single IBR reserve.

Fig. 11. IBRs inertia and damping: (a) virtual inertia; (b)
virtual damping.

2) Time-domain simulation results: Fig. 12 shows the full-
order time-domain simulation results in ANDES. The obser-
vations are three-fold.

• During the one-hour time-domain simulation, the voltage
and frequency in Figs. 12(a)-(b) and 12(e)-(f) are stable,
demonstrating the stability of the VIS-RTED scheduling

TABLE II. Comparison of four RTED methods

Index I II III IV
One-hour scheduling cost (×104$) 5.73 6.31 6.36 6.33
Inertia support cost (×104$) 0 0 0.043 0.014
Inertia support reserve (×102MW) 0 0 2.58 0.73
Number of IBR capacity violations 0 6 0 0
Number of frequency nadir violations 4 0 0 0
Number of RoCoF violations 0 0 0 0
Single-interval optimization time (s) 0.12 0.13 0.16 0.16

results, particularly the dynamic virtual inertia and damp-
ing of IBRs.

• RoCoF constraints are more critical compared with fre-
quency nadir constraints under normal load changes in
low inertia power systems. The frequency curves are far
from the up and down limits, as shown in Figs. 12 (b) and
(e), but the RoCoF of the IBRs reaches the limit around
Fig. 12(g).

• The scheduled output of IBRs is relatively stable and is
higher than SGs due to the low cost of renewable energy
resources.

In summary, the one-hour VIS-RTED has been effectively
solved and validated on the modified 39-bus system. The
proposed strategy enables IBRs to offer secure and cost-
effective virtual inertia support to low-inertia power systems,
thereby facilitating the integration of a larger number of
renewable energy resources.

D. Performance analysis

To better show the performance of the formulated VIS-
RTED in Section III, this paper chooses three baselines for
comparison, using the same load profile as shown in Fig.
8. Table II shows the comparison results of the following
methods. Two critical dynamic curves, i.e., all IBRs’ RoCoF,
and IBR1’s Pe, are plotted in Fig. 13. The detailed setup of
the four RTED methods is as follows.

• Method I: ordinary RTED. IBRs work in constant PQ
mode [44] with no inertia support capability.

• Method II: ordinary RTED considering dynamic fre-
quency constraints. IBRs work in VSG mode with fixed
M and D but don’t have inertia support reserves.

• Method III: VIS-RTED considering dynamic frequency
constraints. IBRs have inertia support reserves but with
fixed M and D.

• Method IV: complete VIS-RTED formulation in (25)-
(33).

As shown in Table II, the four RTED methods are compared
from the perspective of scheduling cost, dynamic performance,
and computational efficiency, based on which the observations
are five-fold.

• Method I, despite having the lowest total scheduling
cost, violates RoCoF limits on four occasions due to the
inability of PQ-controlled IBRs to provide inertia support
to the grid.

• Method II, with its security-constrained formulation, suc-
cessfully avoids any violations of dynamic frequency
constraints. However, during the transient process of
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Fig. 12. Dynamics results through full-order time-domain simulation: (a) terminal voltage of SGs; (b) frequency of SGs; (c)
RoCoF of SGs; (d) Pe of SGs; (e) terminal voltage of IBRs; (f) frequency of IBRs; (g) RoCoF IBRs; and (h) Pe of IBRs.

inertia support, the output of IBRs exceeds the generation
capacity temporarily six times. During the numerical sim-
ulation in ANDES, the temporary capacity violation does
not result in unfavorable outcomes, primarily because
the simulation doesn’t include a protection scheme that
could limit the output of IBRs providing inertia support
or trigger the IBRs to prevent over-discharge. However,
in practical applications, it is common to have additional
protection schemes or control algorithms designed based
on the capacity and output of IBRs. Consequently, such
violations could have detrimental effects on the inertia
performance of IBRs or even lead to their triggering.

• Method III addresses the issue of IBR capacity violation
during inertia support, as observed in Method I and
Method II. Nevertheless, it incurs higher inertia support
costs and total scheduling costs compared to Method IV.
This is because the fixed Mibr and Dibr are determined
based on the largest ∆Pe to ensure frequency perfor-
mance under the worst-case scenario.

• In comparison to Method III, the complete VIS-RTED
with decision variables Mibr and Dibr reduces costs
while maintaining sufficient inertia support power re-
serves. This method outperforms the other three baseline
methods.

• The computational time for one interval of the economic
dispatch model using methods I-IV was very close, as
shown by the last row in Table II. This suggests that the
integrated dynamic constraints do not impose a significant
computational burden using the deep learning assisted
linearization method.

The one-hour time-domain simulation results in Fig. 13
further verify the above observations. By examining the Ro-
CoF curves in Figures 13(a)-(d), it becomes evident that
Method I yields the poorest performance due to the absence
of frequency support from IBRs. On the other hand, Methods
II-IV demonstrate secure RoCoF curves. However, Methods II
and III exhibit smaller RoCoF curves compared to Method IV
due to the presence of large fixed Mibr and Dibr.

Analyzing the Pe curves of IBR1 in Figs. 13(e)-(f), it is
observed that Method I results in a constant IBR1 output
without any inertia support. Method II occasionally violates
the capacity constraints of IBR1 due to overshoots during
the process of inertia support. In contrast, Methods III and
IV strictly adhere to the capacity constraints of IBRs while
maintaining sufficient inertia support reserves.

In summary, the utilization of the inertia support capabil-
ity of IBRs enhances the dynamic response of low-inertia
power systems. However, ensuring sufficient and secure inertia
support requires allocating IBR power reserves, which can
introduce additional costs. Consequently, an advanced schedul-
ing framework becomes imperative. The proposed VIS-RTED
effectively integrates device-level IBR control parameter de-
sign into grid-level scheduling, achieving an optimal balance
between economy and security. This approach serves as a valu-
able example of integrating VIS with the existing scheduling
framework, offering significant benefits for future low-inertia
power systems.

V. CONCLUSION

Although IBRs present low inertia characteristics, their con-
trollability and flexibility allow for the design of an advanced
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Fig. 13. Comparison of IBRs’ RoCoF and IBR1’s Pe using different RTED methods: (a) Method I RoCoF; (b) Method II
RoCoF; (c) Method III RoCoF; (d) Method IV RoCoF; (e) Method I IBR1 Pe; (f) Method II IBR1 Pe; (g) Method III IBR1
Pe; and (h) Method IV IBR1 Pe.

inertia management framework for future low-inertia power
systems. Based on this background, this paper has proposed
the concept of VIS, which targets the security-constrained and
economy-oriented inertia management and power dispatch of
power systems with large-scale renewable generations. VIS not
only schedules the power dispatch results but also the control
modes and control parameters of system devices to provide
secure and cost-effective inertia support.

The proposed VIS is integrated into RTED to perform online
inertia scheduling every 5 minutes. VIS-RTED determines
the power setting points and reserved capacities of both
SGs and IBRs, as well as the virtual inertia and damping
of IBRs, to provide sufficient and economic inertia support.
Results show that VIS-RTED outperforms the existing RTED
strategies in balancing cost-savings and security enhancement.
In the future, VIS will be integrated into the other frequency
regulated economic dispatch frameworks, such as UC and
AGC. Furthermore, the formulated VIS will be enhanced
by directly incorporating dynamic performance indices and
stability criteria to effectively mitigate security risks.

APPENDIX A
PARAMETERS FOR PLOTTING THE TYPICAL FREQUENCY

AND POWER RESPONSE CURVE OF IBRS

Table. III shows the parameters for plotting the typical
frequency and power curves in Section II-D.

TABLE III. Parameters of plotting the typical frequency and
power response curve

Item Value Item value Item Value

Kg(p.u.) 0.95 Rg(p.u.) 0.05 Tg(s) 6
Fg(p.u.) 0.3 Mg(p.u.) 8 Dg(p.u.) 3
Mibr1(p.u.) 0 Mibr2(p.u.) 1 Mibr3(p.u.) 2
Dibr1(p.u.) 1 Dibr2(p.u.) 1 Dibr3(p.u.) 1
Tibr1(s) 0.3 Tibr2(s) 0.3 Tibr3(s) 0.3

APPENDIX B
PARAMETERS OF TWO-MACHINE SYSTEM

Table IV presents the parameters utilized for solving the
single-interval VIS-RTED for the two-machine system and
generating the dynamic response curve in Fig. 6.
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